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The National Wraparound Implementation Center (NWIC) 
supports states, communities, and organizations to 
implement Wraparound effectively. NWIC uses innovative 
approaches grounded in implementation science and 
incorporates cutting-edge strategies to support 
Wraparound implementation. NWIC provides support that 

is intensive yet affordable. The work is focused on building sustainable local capacity to provide 
model-adherent, high fidelity Wraparound, thereby increasing positive outcomes for children, 
youth, and their families. 

 
NWIC is a partnership among the three leading universities involved with Wraparound 
implementation: The University of Washington School of Medicine; Portland State University 
School of Social Work; and the University of Maryland School of Social Work. These three 
universities collaborate to ensure sites have access to comprehensive support for implementing 
model-adherent, high quality Wraparound for children and youth with behavioral health needs 
and their families. 
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What is a Strength? 

 

 

 
 

Functional strengths are the depth of an individual and family’s 
capacity that enables them to endure and cope with difficult 

situations, to bounce back in the face of significant trauma, the 
ability to use external challenges as a stimulus for growth, to excel 
despite the barriers they may be presented, and the use of social 
supports, family rituals and traditions, as a source of resilience. 

(McQuaide and Ehrenreich, 1997). 
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What about you??? 
 

Think about a significant challenge you have had overcome in your life. 
Identify the following. Be specific! 

 

One thing I did that helped me cope was_________________________. 

It helped me to_____________________________________________. 

 

My______________________________helped me by_______________ 
                                           Person’s name and relationship 

__________________________________________________________. 

 

What motivated me to bounce back and feel hopeful was 

my_______________________________________________because 

__________________________________________________________. 
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Some Common Criticisms of  
Strength-Based Planning 

 

Pollyannaish – “believing in good leads to good outcomes and that this is 
unrealistic” – people are apparently manipulative and often “unfixable” – 
and a strengths approach denies this 

 
Denies reality – “yeah, that kid might be a good leader among their peers, but 

he gets his peers into trouble” – good Wraparound work never denies a 
condition, illness, or situation that must be remedied for health, public 
safety, or optimal family and individual functioning 

 
Reframes things that youth/families need to be accountable for – “attempts 

to clean or sanitize problems away and makes families and youth less 
responsible or accountable”…. 
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Review the referral and any documentation 
• Do you read the information with an eye for strengths? 
• Can you find strengths from the referral? 
• Do the strengths you find create a sense of hopefulness, 

excitement, and enthusiasm about meeting the family? 
• Can you generate strengths that are accurate, genuine, and 

based in fact? 
 

Meet the family, get their story 
• Don’t mistake facts, problems, or worries for deficits 
• Create a space for families to tell their own story 
• Organize the details to review the facts 
• Analyze the story to pick out strengths 
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Rules on Functional Strengths 

 

1. No one word strengths.  

2. Be specific about who has the strength.  

3. Be as detailed as possible.  
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Strengths Discovery is like an Iceberg 
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Family Story 

Matthew is a mixed-race 15 year old male of African-American and Caucasian heritage. He currently lives with his 
adoptive parents, Mona and John, and little brother, Steven, who is 3 years old. Mona and John adopted Matthew 
when he was 14. Mona has known Matthew since he was 11 when she donated tutoring time at the local social 
services agency for youth in foster care, they had an instant connection. Matthew and his family were referred to 
Wraparound by his mother's co-worker when she learned from Mona that Matthew had assaulted her. Matthew 
began showing signs of aggression about 1 year ago and within the past 6 months he has started skipping school, 
his grades are dropping, and he seems angry all the time. At first, Mona suspected it was drugs but Matthew denies 
using any substances and drug screens have all been negative. His behaviors have escalated and he is now staying 
out late, disobeying the rules, and starting fights with peers at school. Matthew's parents report when Matthew 
gets angry, he will hit things, slam doors, follow them around the house yelling, flip over furniture, threaten to call 
Child Protective Services, and threaten to run away. The last time Matthew hit Mona, she called the police. He is 
currently on probation for 6 months. Matthew has been hospitalized a total of 3 times in the last year. Despite the 
aggressive behavior, Mona and John report that Matthew is sweet, kind, shy, loves sports, and is very friendly. 
Matthew currently is diagnosed with Mood Disorder NOS, and ADHD and is prescribed Vyvanse 70mg, Fluoxatine 
20mg, and Abilify l0mg. Matthew takes his medication as prescribed and sees his psychiatrist on a monthly basis. 
Matthew was born in another state and only resided with his biological parents for a short time before he was 
placed in foster care. Matthew witnessed domestic violence on a daily basis and watched his mother stab his 
father. His biological parents’ rights were terminated and he was placed in foster care at the age of 4. While in his 
first foster home, Matthew was sexually abused for two years from the age of 4-6. He disclosed this information to 
his school teacher when he started kindergarten and was immediately removed. He quickly bounced through 2 
more foster homes before being placed with an adoptive family with whom he bonded. He thought he had found 
his permanent home and describes that time as good. He participated in little league sports and continued playing 
for recreational leagues until middle school when he joined the school team. Matthew describes this time as doing 
things normal families do. They started the adoption process but before it could become final, the foster father lost 
his job and the state would not allow the adoption to go through. Due to the economic hardship, his foster family 
had to move back to their home town where the foster father found a job. Matthew was not allowed to move with 
them and placed in yet another foster home. It was at this time he entered the public mental health system and 
met Mona. Matthew struggled in his next foster home and often confided in Mona when things got tough. Mona 
reports that even with all that Matthew went through, she saw something in him that she couldn’t ignore. He was, 
and still is, a star football player. She would often attend his games with her husband. Mona and John describe 
Matthew as a leader on the field. He pumps up his team to get ready for the game and rallies them when they are 
behind. He never takes credit for good plays and attributes successes to the whole team. Mona also stated 
Matthew would push his foster family away. Mona was afraid he would be removed from yet another foster home 
and talked to her husband about taking in Matthew. They both had grown to love Matthew and wanted to give him 
the same opportunities they had to move beyond their past. Matthew was almost 13 when he was placed with 
them. It was after the adoption when Matthew was 14 that the issues began. Mona and John don’t understand 
because things were good prior to the adoption. They have tried everything from removal of privileges to pulling 
him out of sports. Nothing has worked. They do report having good days and that Matthew is so helpful when they 
are participating in their community service activities. Mona reports that she has heard Matthew crying in his 
bedroom and it breaks her heart. John feels like Matthew needs to ‘pull himself up by his bootstraps and move on’. 
Matthew is very protective of his little brother and often babysits for them. He is gentle and patient with Steven. 
Steven adores Matthew. If Steven walks in the room when Matthew is angry and acting out, Matthew will 
immediately stop his behavior. Matthew apologizes after the incidents, but Mona is still fearful sometimes when 
Matthew gets really angry. If she tries to walk away from him, he will yell at her and say she doesn’t love him and 
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will abandon him like everyone else does. John and Mona are tired and while they knew it wouldn’t be easy taking 
Matthew in, they just want him to know he is part of their family now. Mona and John describe their family as 
close-knit. They still live in the town in which they grew up and Mona and John have known each other since they 
were both 6 years of age, having attended the same elementary school. Mona lived with her grandparents growing 
up and refers to them as her parents. Mona never knew or had a relationship with her biological father and 
describes her relationship with her biological mother as strained, at best. Mona describes her childhood living with 
her grandparents as good. Mona further reported that she went to live with her biological mother after her 
grandparents began struggling financially when her grandfather lost his job. It was then that she got involved with 
the wrong crowd and struggled all throughout high school. Mona states she and John knew each other throughout 
school, but didn’t start dating until she was a junior in high school. They were married 3 years later. Mona went on 
to earn a bachelor's degree in psychology and a master’s in counseling. Mona feels her background is what led her 
to pursue degrees in the human service field, stating she always had a desire to help others. John describes his 
childhood as troubled. When John was in middle school, his father went to prison for dealing drugs and this placed 
a huge financial strain on his family. John feels this was his wake-up call and the moment he knew he wanted 
something different for his life. He graduated high school and went on to earn his degree in criminal justice. He is 
currently a warden at the local detention facility in his home town. John loves his work and values honesty and 
integrity. He further wishes those virtues had been a part of his upbringing. John doesn't want the life he lived as a 
child for Matthew and worries the path Matthew is currently on will lead to just that. As a family, they are active in 
the community and participate in Habitat for Humanity projects and other service projects almost every weekend. 
Mona and John view education as the means to move beyond your past and make something of your life. They 
work hard to ensure their family life is stable and consistent, so their children don’t experience the same things 
they did as children. 
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Identifying Strengths 

Matthew  

Mona  

John  

 
What other strengths do you see for potential team members? 
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Additional Perspectives from Team Members 
Adam 
(Therapist) 

Mona and John got Matthew involved with a therapist, Adam, recently to try and process 
through his emotions around the adoption. Adam and Matthew see each other once a 
week and Matthew seems to benefit from their time together according to the family. In 
speaking with Adam, he sees that Mona and John work really hard to make sure that 
Matthew knows he is loved, what to expect in terms of rules, and that the space they 
provide for Matthew has a strong foundation.  Adam wants to help the family understand 
the issues regarding attachment and Matthew’s trauma so that the family can build a 
foundation of understanding and support around Matthew. While Matthew’s current 
diagnosis from his psychiatrist is Mood Disorder NOS, Adam is more of a trauma 
specialist and he believes this work with Matthew to be meaningful.  Matthew also says 
that he likes seeing Adam and knows his weekly visit is part of his routine and looks 
forward to it. Adam is a huge football fanatic and he uses analogies from football to get 
Matthew to talk. Adam also loves to do carpentry and build things on his time off. He has 
noticed that Matthew also does his best when he is active. 

Sue 
(Probation 
officer) 

Sue, Matthew’s probation officer, tries her best to keep Matthew out of formal court.  
While she is sympathetic to Matthew’s situation she also has to make sure that Mona, 
John and Steven are safe as well as the rest of the community. Sue is straight forward 
about her expectations with Matthew and works with the parents to make sure that 
Matthew is accountable and that his parents are in charge. Matthew is quiet when he 
visits with Sue so Sue takes a more formal approach with Matthew. Sue is in a difficult 
situation because if Matthew’s behaviors continue she will have no other option but to 
charge him in formal court. Sue is frustrated about progress thus far.  Sue prides herself 
on the connections she has in the community and likes to be very involved. She also has 
great connections to the local college and loves going to the college football games. Sue 
also volunteers at the local boys and girls club and enjoys working with the local 
revitalization effort on the north side of town where she spends a lot of time. 

Michelle 
(Mona’s co- 
worker) 

Michelle has known Mona and John for over 15 years and she feels really comfortable 
being open and honest with both of them. Michelle has a great sense of humor and uses it 
to keep things light at work and when she is with her friends. Michelle also uses this to 
calm down situations and has been in the home before when things were getting 
escalated and instead of leaving, Michelle cracks a joke and stays very present. Michelle is 
also a good listener for Mona and can relate to some of the things Mona is going through 
due to her own teenage kids. Michelle really likes Matthew and he feels really comfortable 
around her. 
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Coach 
Smith 

Coach Smith has been coaching Matthew for the past couple of years and sees a lot of 
potential. He notes that Matthew is a leader and willing to go the extra mile in practice. 
Coach Smith doesn’t know much about Matthew’s home life. He only knows what Matthew 
is like at practice and during the games. Coach Smith says he can be tough on the kids and 
thinks that kids need discipline and structure as well as a good kick in the “butt” once in a 
while.  Matthew says that when he is with Coach Smith and the team he can let all of his 
frustrations out and focus on playing.  Coach Smith wants to see Matthew succeed and sees 
football as a way of life.  You have to follow the rules and work together to be successful 
and Coach Smith preaches this to his team about not just football but life in general. Coach 
Smith has never heard of wraparound and admits he has a busy schedule so while he is 
open to being there for Matthew and his family he admits that his time is limited.  Coach 
Smith thinks of his team as a family and that it is important to work together. 

 

Team Member Strengths 

Adam  

Sue  

Michelle  

Coach Smith  
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**Notes** 
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Plan of Care 
Youth, Name (First, MI, Last): 

Matthew Carter 
Wrap File #: 

12345 
CFT Date: 

XX/XXXX 
Guardian Name: 

Mona and John Carter 
Age: 

15 
Phone: 

555-555-5555 
Address: 

1234 XX Street 

Initial Plan of Care 
Enrollment Date: 

1 month ago 
Target completion date: 

12 months from now 
Vision/ Mission/ Strengths 

Family Vision: 
To love unconditionally, work hard for the important things, and give back 
How close are we to reaching our vision (scale 1-5)?: 1 
Rating since last CFTM: N/A 
Team Mission: 
Work hard, play hard and never give up 

Needs Statements/ Strategies 
Needs Statement: 

1 
Matthew needs to know people can be permanent 
parts of his life. 

Start Date: 
XX/XXXX 

End Date: 

Outcome: 
Increase in positive days at home; decrease in office referrals at school 

Current: 
3 out of 7 days at home; 
referred to office 2-3x/week Base-line: 

3 out of 7 days are positive at home; referred to office 2x/week 
Closer to need met (scale 1-5)? 1 
Rating at last CFTM: N/A 
Brainstormed Strategies (10): 
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Prioritized Strategies (top 2): Strength 
 
1. 

  

2. 
  

Strategies & Tasks 
Strategy 1: 

Task Strength 

1.  

2.  

3.  

 
Strategy 2: 

Task Strength 

1.  

2.  

3.  
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Imagine waking up one day and having everyone you 

encounter understand the ways in which you are unique and 
extraordinary.  What if everyone viewed the things you did as 

needed contributions, and rather than looking for what is 
wrong with you, people painted out what is right with you? If 
that happened, you would be super-charged.  You would feel 

free and released from the burden of having to defend 
yourself.  You would be psyched to jump out of bed and get to 
work.  You would feel well and strong.  Wouldn’t it be nice if 

just one day your life could be like that?  
 

- From Your Child’s Strengths 
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Functional Strengths Recap:  

 

 

 Functional strengths are a cornerstone in planning throughout 
the process. 

 Make your job easier—a strength based approach empowers 
others to shift their perspective, instills hope, and encourages 
buy in to participate in the process. 

 Model strength-based listening for your teams throughout the 
process. 

 The strengths should be functional and connected to strategies 
and interventions in care planning. 
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Reflection 

 
What activity or skill do you feel like you are demonstrating consistently 

in your Wraparound practice?  

 

 

 

What area(s) would you like to focus on moving forward? 

 

 

 

Identify two things that you learned that will help you focus on these 
areas:  

 

1.   

2.  
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